Australia's plan for shark attacks? Attack the sharks

A great white shark off the coast of Australia; there has been an increase in the number of attacks in the waters off Western Australia. (Tim Rock / Lonely Planet Images / September 28, 2012)
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Ooh Jaws! There’s been an uptick in fatal shark attacks off Western Australia in the last year. The reasons are unclear, but the government thinks it has a solution: Kill any shark that swims close to the beach, including great whites, which the government usually protects as an endangered species.

The beautiful Brazilian beaches plagued by shark attacks

Brazil’s northeast coast boasts warm waters and beautiful beaches. But the coastal waters off Recife are home to many aggressive sharks, and in the last 20 years a spate of attacks has made this one of the most dangerous places in the world to swim. Rob Sawers reports.
Shark attacks showed a decline worldwide last year, but fatalities doubled to their highest level since 1993, according to a recent study.

29 shark attacks occurred in the United States (2011)
11 U.S. shark attacks occurred in Florida (2011)
33% of the sharks, rays and skates on Earth are threatened with extinction (2010)

Shark attacks worldwide

Involved in unprovoked shark attacks
60% Surfers and others involved in board sports
35% Swimmers
5% Divers
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While shark attacks continued a downward trend in the United States, there has been an uptick in shark-related deaths worldwide, according to a report released in February 2012.

The spike in shark-attack fatalities — all of which occurred outside of the United States — suggests tourists are venturing to more remote places, said ichthyologist George Burgess, director of the University of Florida's International Shark Attack File, which released the 2011 shark-attack numbers.

In fact, the global shark-attack fatalities, which reached 16 percent in 2011, doubled the number of fatalities in 2010. For comparison, the global fatality rate for the last decade has averaged just under 7 percent.

Such lethal attacks can send the media abuzz. For instance, in October 2011 after the attack on an American diver by a great white shark off the coast of Australia, the rumor mill swirled with talk of a "rogue man-eating shark" that developed a taste for humans, killing three men over the previous two months. The reality: Three separate sharks were likely involved in the attacks. And rather than hunting down human meat, the sharks were likely in the midst of their annual migration (they follow the whale migration paths up the western Australia coast), which would bring them into contact with humans.

And in 2010, a kite surfer killed by a swarm of sharks off the coast of Florida made big headlines. Though terrifying, scientists emphasized these attacks are rare. According to the International Shark Attack File (ISAF), the risk of being bit by a shark is about the same as the chances of getting bit by animals in New York City, hit by lightning or being attacked by an alligator, that is, if you go in the water.

Though shark attacks, and associated human fatalities, make splashy headlines, Burgess noted people are a much bigger threat to sharks than the other way around.

"We're killing 30 [million] to 70 million sharks per year in fisheries — who's killing who?" Burgess said. "The reality is that the sea is actually a pretty benign environment, or else we'd be measuring injuries in the thousands or millions per year."

According to a 2010 study by the International Union for Conservation of Nature, one-third of the sharks, rays and skates on Earth are threatened with extinction.
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